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Harrison Dummy Stamps of King George V
150 years of RPSL marked by special displays within Spring Stampex

London’s Spring Stampex 2019 incorporated a large series of diverse
displays from members and fellows of The Royal Philatelic Society
London as part of its 150th anniversary celebrations.

Your compiler fully updated his 16 page exhibit on the dummy
stamps produced by Harrison and Sons Ltd during the reign of His
Majesty King George V and was delighted to have been awarded a
Large Gold medal, along with the felicitations of the jury for the
research undertaken

A commemorative full-colour booklet was produced (shown along-
side) that incorporated a page devoted to each exhibitor, which also
illustrated a favourite item from every display. This publication
formed a fine souvenir of an enjoyable event.

Few of the worldwide DS readership will have seen the exhibit, so
the opportunity has been taken to share it with readers in the
pages that follow.





Harrison won the 1910 British low-value definitive stamp tender, despite only previously having printed one
1866 revenue stamp for Montserrat. Development trials perfected production techniques for sheets, while
booklets and coils for vending and affixing resulted in test stamps; publicity labels promoted their new skills.

Letterpress was initially employed, with its intaglio capability not utilised in this reign, despite producing
publicity labels. Photogravure was adopted by 1921 - one of the first security printers anywhere to do so -
and this proved an excellent decision. In 1923 Harrison called on expertise from Dutch company NRM to
train staff in making cylinders and to print by photogravure. Dummy stamps were printed in Holland by
Harrison staff,  while NRM later helped to print some values for its Egyptian photogravure contract in 1923.

Harrison’s expertise in photogravure stamp production grew and this guaranteed worldwide contracts. They
went on to print most British stamps this way until eventually taken-over by its arch-rivals De La Rue in 1997.

Contains much original published research and discovery by owner,  as marked † at top right edge of item.

Harrison Dummy Stamps
of King George  V

Material in Display
Plan and Introduction 1 page

1. Letterpress & Intaglio Production 3 pages
 1.1 ‘Thomas Richard Harrison’ Design
 1.2 ‘Seated Britannia’ Design
 1.3 ‘Royal Coat of Arms’ Design

2. Stamp Affixing and Vending 5 pages
2.1 Unprinted Label Trials

 2.2 ‘CANCELLED’ Testing Labels
2.3 Affixing Machine Demonstration Labels

 2.4 Stamp Vending Machine Testing Labels

3. Introduction of Photogravure 7 pages
 3.1 Harrison’s First Photogravure Stamp

3.2 Help Received from Holland
3.3 Ink Colour Matching Labels

 3.4 Promotion of Photogravure

Early 1930s ‘Photogravure Specimen’ art-
work depicting the Harrison crest with hand
applied white ink on gravure printed design.

‘Hare-rye-sun’… …rebus design.
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